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Rondфnia if detaches in the national media
on the case of Cacoal
As if it was not enough to the senders of television, periodicals and web periodicals of the State,
now all Brazil is cliente of the fact occurred in the city of Cacoal.
The news propagated in the State of Rondфnia already has at least one week, now turns national
prominence on the case occurred in the interior the city Cacoal, center-east of the State, where,
supposedly, one “objeto” not-identified it would have fallen in a property in the agricultural zone
causing direct impact in the ground.
According to witnesses, in the hour where the phenomenon occurred, rain falls with much
intensity in the region, what it could be evidenced by the images of satellite with the date and
hour where the event changed the routine of the cacoalense.

In the last days, much has been commented on the subject. The information, in the majority of
the cases contradictory, took much people to think that not-identified flying objects, calls OVNIS
and UFOS would have given one passadinha for Cacoal and left its marks. Others accuse to have
seen parts metallic, as were disintegrated branches of satellite, or fragmentos even though rocky
of meteorites that would have touched the ground.
In NONE of these hypotheses it has confirmation of the fact, as much that, an object to fall of the
sky the so great speed and to provoke surprising cracks in the ground, some resquнcio has to
have as fragmented part of the supposed collision.

However, after some people to have visited the property, that is in the known mount of the
Embratel, for being located next to a tower to the telephonic company, does not have nothing,
none I accuse that really it proves the one fall “objeto” or more necessarily, of fragmented parts
of a meteorite.
For the as many cases that they occur Brazil it measures, the researchers of the INPE (National
Institute of Space Research) of They are Jose of the Fields-SP, they stand out that always they
appear indicative of atypical phenomena or mere humbugs, simply to display one definitive
region to the media in general, what it seems not to be the case of Cacoal.
In the locality some does not have object, rocky, metallic part, tracks or dust of compacting, odor
or different coloration of the ground. What it only exists they are some meters of fallen trees and
part of an abrupt declivity cracked for the so great force of the impact.

The information of that technician of the INPE would be come the Rondфnia to analyze the case
was contradicted today per the morning, through carried through contact way email and phone
call. The proper researchers of the Institution who all make the monitoramento of the terrestrial
atmosphere advise that something deeper and investigativo is made in the region only for
ufуlogos, professionals enabled in studies of paranormais phenomena.
Searching in our archives, this is not the first one, nor the most severe registered case already in
Rondфnia.
In the passed year, more necessarily in day 23 of March, one another luminous object observed
falling of the sky as a great fire torch, was also registered in a property in the agricultural zone of
the Black Mount city, center-north of the State, distant about 248 km of the Porto Velho capital.

In the occasion, the estragos had been wide bigger, with the register of 64 heads of cattle
deceased instantaneamente after the sudden fall of a type of very rare electric discharge, the call
“raio-bola”.

Image of the cattle died in Black Mount after the one fall “raio-bola” in the region center-north
of Rondфnia.
With passing of some months, one another event reached the interior of Rondфnia, of this time in
the agricultural zone of the city of Valley of the Paradise, located in the center-east of the State,
region of Ji-Paranб, distant about 336 km of Porto Velho. In this in case that she were registered
the death of more 18 heads of cattle reached by one strong electric discharge, of which presented
the same characteristics observes in Cacoal, with enormous cracks in the soil and a vast number
of trees dilaceradas for the force of the impact.

In this case occurred in Valley of the Paradise had been to all the 18 heads of cattle also deceased
instantaneamente reached by a type of rare electric discharge.
Still in the year passed, during an intense storm of rays in the city of Ji-Paranб, occured in the
night of day 21 of October, one another register of “raio-bola”, thus supposedly declared for the
population it was seen crossing the sky as a great fire ball. The result proven in the posterior day
to the event was of a great crack and substantial survey of the ground in a distant property about
60 kilometers of the city, next to the Hill district New, already in the verge with the Been
neighbor of Mato Grosso. In this event, the force of the electric discharge was so great, that holes
wide were opened in way to the rocks, as they had been stoned the hard axes blow.

The image indicates the force of the electric discharge when casting a rock in a property of JiParanб.
The rays in ball form can produce effect very surprising. Although to be still unknown a
luminous discharge, a theory affirms that the phenomenon consists where a plasma circular if
unfastens of a cloud, it arrives until the soil and if it vanishes in its course. It possesss a certain
stability, lasting some seconds and, extraordinariamente, until some minutes. It has a size of few
centimeters, but, with exceptions, of the order of until a meter. Although if it forms in storm
time, in other occasions it can happen with good time. A color very repeated is the red-orange. Its
speed already arrived to be of up to 100 km/h and its dynamics is indifferent to the direction of
the wind or the gravity. It produces similar sounds the hummings, unfastening similar odor to
sulphur or ozone. This phenomenon intervenes with the radio emissions, leaves marks of
burnings and other tracks in the soil and already affected the man with paralysis, adormecimento
and burnings. However, it is not a common phenomenon.

As much the cases observed in the last months, how much most recent of Cacoal, leads for the
certification of the people who turn the events, as of the impacts suffered after the collision, of
plus an episode of “raio-bola” in Rondфnia.
Still it does not have nothing proven much less, the scientists had arrived at the region to give the
final conclusion. In accordance with the researchers of the area, in contact saw telephone carried
through in the afternoon of this Saturday, for the photos and repassed images of videos, are about
pparently plus a case of registered rare electric discharge in Rondфnia, what it must foment in
deeper studies on the event in the region.
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